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Disclaimer:
This forecast is real. A person would still be an idiot to make decisions
based solely on their interpretation of my interpretation of strange data
patterns. Universe rewards thinking. Everyone should try it for themselves at
least once. Now would be a good time.
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Meta Arts – 50 Twice Rule
It needs to be remembered that our work here necessarily concentrates on
the more negative parts of manifesting reality due to the nature of the
emotional impact on humans of negatively perceived events, as well as the
training that has been given to those in ‘developed’ civilization that inhibits
the average human from expressing positive emotional states openly. The
whole ‘cool’ thing. Remembering that stoicism developed as a natural
outgrowth of the fragmentation and regimentation of civilization and is not
known in tribal cultures, we note that the psychic leaks into language shifts
are through the filters of mind (what D. Icke calls 5 sense reality mind , or
we, the ‘monkey-mind’) training by TPTB and their centuries, even
millennial, long campaign of  pervasive negative influence on individual and
collective expression. So no wonder there isn’t any ‘good’ news coming
from our data gathering.

NOTE: in other words, our work errs on the most extreme, and most
negative side of manifesting reality.

The reader is urged to NOT lose sight of the history of our work that shows
we are correct only about half the time (at the detail levels), which, while
abysmal, is still twice what chance should allow (according to silly academic
theoreticians who actually believe that such things as ‘odds’ exist in reality).
It is worth noting our “50 twice” experience, and taking it as a general rule
when reading the following analysis. Stated again, remember “only correct
(in the details) about half the time”, which is still “twice” the ‘odds’ allowed
by the curious notion of ‘random chance’.

Prelude to GlobalPop
The extensive cross links from the GlobalPop entity over to the
ThePowersThatBe (TPTB) entity are terminating in sub sets that are
dominated by [contentment], and [pleased] emotional tones. NOTE that
having the TPTB [content] and/or [pleased] does not bode well for the rest
of the billions of humans on this planet. Indeed, the [contentment] sub set
within the TPTB entity has many cross links that begin in such areas of the
GlobalPop entity as [war], [population location pressures (diaspora)], [food
shortages], [political chaos], [economic deprivation], [economic collapse],
and [sudden (catastrophic) climate change] as examples. The TPTB entity
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emotional tone sums are dominated by [contentment], and [pleased],
however the numeric ratios of dominance shift over the course of the 2+
months from November 11th through to February of 2011. The shift of the
emotional sums within TPTB entity as modelspace is progressed through
this period is very easily discerned. The TPTB emotional sum shifts from a
high of 2.398 to a low of 1.441 over only those 2+ months of release
language. This represents the entire ‘gain’ in total sum value of the building
tension sums for the TPTB entity over the last 5+ years. Stated another way
just to muddy the view, almost all of the emotional satisfaction that comes
from successful evil works of the past 5 years will be gone over the Winter
of 2010/2011. By the vernal equinox of March 2011, the dominating
emotional descriptor which is also the fastest rising emotional descriptor for
the entity from March onward is a complex sub set of [fear]. The specific
supporting sub sets of the [fear] emotional set include [anxiety (over
immediate future)], [fear (of outside? external? exposure (to elements?)],
[trepidation], [denial (of manifesting circumstances)], [queasy stomachs],
[spasms], [colons (burning)] and others of similar nature. The change in
emotional sums shifts at the same time as the ‘duration’, and ‘intensity (of
effect)’ values for TPTB are also dropping. This period of November 11th

through January 28th is the first occurrence of a ‘negative’ period for this
entity that we have encountered in our work, though most (over 88%) of the
‘loss’ of positive emotive quality occurs as the planet moves into 2011.

GobalPop - Tamojin’s Travel Agent, The King’s Income, Active
Peaceniks, Leap Frog – right over nukes into scalar warfare?
The GlobalPop entity alters significantly as modelspace is progressed into
the tipping point period of November 8th through November 11th. During
these four days (actually over 4 days, 16 hours), the GlobalPop entity moves
into dominance by a rising supporting primary set of [change (of social
order)] with [rapid/shocking] as its primary support. Further the primary
support for the [rapid/shocking] support set is [blood (feeling) frozen],
[blood (rushing past) ears (drowning out sound)], [heart pumping fast],
[heart straining], [breathe seized (out of air)], [eyes open wide], [hairs
(erect)], and other body part or bodily function sets. The first impression of
the accretion pattern change over these 4/days is not well received. The
[change of social order] also includes [war], and [economic upheaval] as
supporting sub sets for this descriptor set. It is during these four days of very
high levels of ‘shock and awe’ within the GlobalPop that the [satisfaction
(with efforts)] level of the ThePowersThatBe entity reaches its peak.
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However, we note, ironically, that the ‘sun begins to set at the moment of the
zenith’.

Within the [planetary disapora (scattering of the people)] sub sets we have
growth for a number of newly [visible] ‘causes’ of the [diaspora] within the
[planetary mind control media]. The data sets indicate that the [food
shortages] which are quite [real] and [pressing (upon) planetary populations]
are also going to be used as [reasons] that will be [proffered by (the
mainstream (or controlled/owned) media)] for parts of the pending
[population shifts]. While it may be thought that TPTB are better served by
[garrisoning] the [populaces] as a control mechanism, this is not really the
case. TPTB and their [power sucking minions (aka politicians/petty people)]
are actually increasingly [in control] as the [rate (of perceived) threatening
chaos] rises. And there is nothing like a good [mass herding] to [raise stress
and chaos fear feelings].

The forecast [food shortages] language is now showing up globally as the
planet moves through the last of Summer (northern hemisphere) 2010, and
towards [Fall]. The [food shortages] language will begin to shift as we pass
the September equinox into language about the [food shortages existent].
This is to say that the language seen in the [mainstream (mind control)
media] will shift from [forecasts] about [food shortages] to [reports (of)
effects] of [food shortages].

The linguistics around the [food shortages] aspect/attribute set including its
supporting sub sets are all either directly in support of, or cross linked over
to the [sudden catastrophic climate change] sub set. Noting that ‘sudden’ is
relative to [mass global human consciousness] in this context, the [pending
next phase] of the [climate change] will appear to be both [sudden], and
[catastrophic]. This last, that is the context of [catastrophic] is also very long
in duration. We have sub sets that form in modelspace forecasting language
to appear in [Fall (post September equinox) 2010] that are indicated to still
be existent a year later, in Fall, 2011. Further, these data sets are extensively
cross linked internally within the GlobalPop sub set, as well as externally
over to the Terra and SpaceGoatFarts entities, and in all cases the
termination linguistics are also still existent in Fall of 2011. And at that time
the [sudden catastrophic climate change] sub set, along with the [food
shortages], is in support for the [continuing effects (of) diaspora] globally. In
other linguistic sets the data suggests that [populations] that are [displaced]
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by [events/climate changes] over [Winter (2010/2011)] and the first 4/four
months of 2011, will likely still be [displaced] in September of 2011.

The data indicates that such areas as [spain], [northern italy], [switzerland],
[bavaria], and the [central european mountains] will become something of a
[refuge] from [sudden catastrophic climate change] albeit temporarily. This
will be due to [displacements] of [populations] by [flooding], both
[rivers/rainwater] and [coastal]. However, as the various [displaced
populations] attempt to [relocate] to [high ground], the data sets suggest that
they will then be [devastated] by other, related impacts of [sudden
catastrophic climate change] including [freezing] and [extreme winter
conditions] that will be [marked] by [exceptionally strong winds] and [new
wind patterns]. These [robust wind storms] are described as [unique] in the
[experience] of humans in Europe, and very [destructive].

There are a number of growing linguistic sets within the longer term data
accruing which suggest that the [winter (northern hemisphere)] of 2011/2012
will begin in late July of 2011, and continue at least through July of 2012.
These data sets would seem to be forecasting [snow in summer (northern
hemisphere)] that continues, albeit sporadically, at least through July of
2012. The data sets would seem to be indicating that the [ice age] actually
‘begins’ in a minor sense this year (2010) in that the [Fall (northern
hemisphere)] will be [extraordinarily active] with [‘freak’ storm conditions],
and [visible] and [destructive] new [weather/climate patterns].  These
[developing climate patterns] are not only the precursor to [sudden climate
change] for 2011, but also will be [unsettling (mentally)] as the planetary
populace tries to cope with the [erratic] and [un-seasonable] climate
manifestations. Again, these [climate shifts] of 2010 will exacerbate, and
[increase food shortages] as [global agriculture] and [oceanic harvests] go
into [negative production].

The [weather/climate pattern changes] of these last few decades is indicated
to be [visibly accelerated] over late 2010 and out through the extent of our
far look ahead, which is to say, mid Summer (northern hemisphere) 2012.
These [climate changes] manifesting over 2010 and 2011,  where the bulk of
the data details are within the longer term value sets,  points to [civilization]
changes in response. Indeed, the linguistics are showing for some [visible]
within [mainstream/mind control media] language explicitly going to
[sudden catastrophic climate change] being referenced. The [climate change]
induced [civilization change] is primarily showing within the GlobalPop,
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and Populace/USofA entities within the [diaspora] sub set, though there are
other major themes of human behavior also impacted.

Within the [diaspora] sub set there are growing sets for [displaced persons]
to rise to the level of a [planetary emergency] by late Fall of 2011. Though
the [process] of [population displacement] will be very [visible] in 2010 as
the [flooding], and [moisture patterns] become more [violent], and [altered],
it will not be until 2011 (January/February) that the first of the [mass
migrations (due to altered climate)] will be [visible] as a ‘new theme’ within
the [mainstream/mind control media].

As modelspace is progressed into 2011, and specifically as it moves through
Spring (northern hemisphere), we note that significant, even [overwhelming]
impacts from the [sudden catastrophic climate change] will affect the
[militaries] of the [planet]. These impacts are within a wide variety of sets
for such as [rescues] and [encampments (being destroyed by flooding/mud)],
but also in [wars] and [attack plans] being [canceled] due to
[weather/climate]. There are also indications that [navies] will be very
significantly affected by both [current changes] and [oceanic condition
changes], as well as [altered undersea contour changes]. There are other,
perhaps more dramatic impacts, for the [militaries] as the [solar energy
output fluctuations] are indicated to cause [satellite] and [air travel] changes
and [disruptions].

Further [solar induced/caused] problems are noted in the GlobalPop and
Populace/USofA cross links over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity where the
termination points are for [extra planetary climate influences] to also
produce [operational barriers] for [scalar weapons] and even [weapons
research]. There are other indicators within the GlobalPop entity that the
[military research industry] on a planetary scale will be [derailed] or
[upended] due to [near earth, near space] changes. These [far atmosphere]
changes are showing as being so [disturbing] and [disruptive] that [60/sixty
years] worth of [work/research] are [useless] due to [alterations (of the)
fundamental nature *(of near by) space].

As a side note, it would appear that our ‘cousin Alexi’ forecast of a [non
terrestrial human cousin] being [video’d] after [escaping] from the [ruins] of
a [jail structure] will be [visible] by late Summer of 2011. We think that the
data details are pointing to the actual [video] as being made sometime
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between late Fall (2010) and late Spring (2011), and then being available
and [seen], within Summer (northern hemisphere) 2011.

The longer term data sets within the GlobalPop entity are providing a
seeming sequence of events that will begin in November of 2010 and
continue to [escalate] through to [springtime] of 2011. This sequence is
being labeled the [king’s income] from aspect/attributes found at the
secondary level of support for the descriptor. The [king’s income] data set is
a collection of [royalty], and [secret society], and other sets related to the
[hidden hand (that thinks it rules earth) group]. This [hidden hand group] is
about to be faced with [direct reduction] of their [income (stream) through
(the) kings of the planet]. The data sets indicate that manifesting from
November on through all of 2011, but with a noticeable peak shortly after
the vernal equinox of 2011 (March 21,2011), will be a [wave] of
[interest/examination] of the [riches] of [royalty] at all levels. The data sets
would seem to be suggesting that the [income of the king] comes under such
[scrutiny] as to cause both [embarrassment]  and [anxiety] for the [self
proclaimed ‘royals’] of the planet. The descriptors for [embarrassment] also
include [discredit], and [unwise choices], as well as [criminal activities], and
[immoral (socially repugnant) acts]. The data sets for [anxiety] also include
[fear], [panic], [rejection], [defiance], and [ridicule (of the relative
positions)]. The accretion patterns show within both the GlobalPop entity, as
well as the TPTB entity, as early, sporadic growth of the [scrutiny of the
kings’ income] in late October of 2010 that matures through Fall and Winter
to reach something of a near term peak of [frenzied words] around the
March equinox, 2011. At that point the descriptor set is dominated by
supporting aspect/attributes for [attacks], and [audits], and [recriminations
(cries of criminal behavior)], and [cringing (in public)], and [cancellation (of
public appearances)], and other [visible] signs of [distress (of the) imposed
(relationship) of king to his slaves (subjects)]. This area participates in
support for the [revolution] meta data layer {ed note: a layer of linguistics
that spans across various entity divisions}. The [revolution] meta data layer
within the GlobalPop entity is significantly influenced by the
Populace/USofA entity and TPTB entity as all three entities progress
through the tipping point of November 8th through the 11th of 2010.

Within the [focus on kings’ income] data set, the supporting aspect/attributes
indicate that the meme is both wide and deep. This means that the [royalty
income under investigation] will spread from the first point of initial
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[visibility] within the [mainstream media (aka propaganda press)] to other
[countries], and other [royalty].

The data sets are indicating that the [italian populace] will be
[exhibiting/expressing] some [leading edge (new form)] of [political
activism] within the November 2010 tipping period from the 8th through the
11th. Timing not being that precise in the future viewing arts, it would not be
surprising for the manifesting circumstances to appear later that November
11th. What many non aware observers will find [surprising], even [shocking]
will be what the aspect/attributes sets are describing as [pacifistic actions
(assaults)] that will be [targeting] the [(bankers) prison system] in [Italy].
The data suggests that [pacifists (opposed to Rothschild/Israeli global war)]
will first [storm/assault] an Italian [prison] where [political prisoners] will be
[released], and will then [surround (siege)] several [government (and
banker/corporate) complexes]. The data further suggests that [escalation] of
the [manifestation of anger] on the part of the [italian populace] will be
[labeled] as [anti-semitic attacks]. This [label] is indicated to be [widely
promulgated/promoted] within the [anglosphere (zionist controlled) global
media] in a deliberate [attempt] to [force] the [american military] to [respond
to/attack] the [italian peace movment (populace)]. While the data is
somewhat obscure on the details as there is so much going on globally
during the tipping period and beyond, there are some aspect/attribute sets
within the accretion patterns that indicate that the word [slaughter] and
[horror (of deaths)] within the [popular peace movement] will be first
associated with the [italian politicians], and with much lower levels linked to
the [american military (presence in Italy)]. This would seem to indicate that
the [bloody response] to the [peace riots] and [popular attacks (on
government /corporate complexes)] is/will be [instituted] by the [italian
minion classes (of petty people aka politicians)] rather than the USofA
military occupation forces in Italy.

At the primary, and secondary support levels for the GlobalPop entity as a
whole, and when progressed through January and February of 2011, we find
that [authority (controllers)] descriptor set is juxtaposed with a [(drastic) fall
(in) prestige (and power)]. This is at a primary level within the entity as a
whole. This archetype of [separation (from controlling powers)] and [drastic
(loss) of ability to control (enforce will)] supports the GlobalPop entity at its
top most level, and therefore is being taken as a broad theme for the coming
year. Actually, the data sets that are accruing now, for the linguistics that are
forecast to manifest in early 2011 carry ‘duration of impact’ values that
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extend to the limit (19 months) of the longer term data. It seems reasonable
to presume that these data sets will continue to grow support as we progress
through 2011, and into mid 2012.

The [drastic] supporting set for [fall (loss of prestige and/or power)] are
extensively cross linked over to the TPTB entity where the termination
points are *just at the cusp of the sums for ‘emotional tone’ within the entity
start to go negative. Also within the [drastic] sub set are indicators for a
series of [unexpected deaths (and/or separations)] within TPTB. From the
view of that entity, the cross links of the [unexpected] descriptor set
originate within the GlobalPop at the [drastic] supporting set. Again, from
the view of the TPTB entity, this data would be interpreted as [drastic
(actions) of unexpected nature induces separations and deaths (within the)
TPTB].

A note about the [separations] descriptor set is in order. Within the linguistic
structure there are usually a number of possible words to choose as the label
for the set. At this level they are all equal. It is the usual practice to allow the
sums of the impact values to determine the smaller set from which the actual
descriptor will be selected. This is to say that the number value of the words’
total impacts values most frequently is used as the criteria to winnow the
larger set into something manageable. In this case there were a great many
candidate words as labels, but a curious sums value ratio arose in which the
largest degree of difference in the value set was between [separations
(plural)] and all the other words. Another curious component is that
[separations] is found in almost all the other possible labels as a defining
aspect/attribute for that linguistic structure. So [separations] was used as the
label since universe was being so blatant. In this instance, the primary
supporting sets for [separations] are the aspect/attribute sets of
[disappearance], [leaving], [passing], and [hiding].

From the view of the GlobalPop entity, without the collective reptilian brain
paranoia, it does not appear that any ‘actions’ on the part of humans are the
cause of the [deaths (and separations)] within TPTB. There are some
linguistic structures that would seem to point to [human actions] {ed note:
perhaps [unknowingly]} that will [augment or enhance] the [unexpected]
feeling around these [separations] and [deaths]. There are also extensive
cross links over to SpaceGoatFarts entity where a lot of the [unexpected
circumstances] will manifest, as well as the Populace/USofA entity where
we note that some level of [inter familial contention] will enter the picture,
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even for the sheeple here in the USofA as the accruing supporting sets have
high [visibility] values. As a side note, the [interfamilial warfare] data sets
suggest that the [first match (round)] will be [won] by the [american
faction]. This is likely not a good thing for regular humans in the short term
as the [feud/battle] within the TPTB is within the larger [social order chaos]
and [climate disruption] of [2011 and 2012].

Within the GlobalPop entity, and with extensive cross links over to the [sun
disease] sub set of the SpaceGoatFarts entity, there are 2/two large sets
headed by the descriptors of [relocation] and [reduction] that are not directly
in the supporting structures for [diaspora]. These 2/two sets have also a large
cross link connection to TPTB at their primary and secondary support levels.
Taken as a whole the data would seem to be suggesting that [TPTB] will
[visibly] and [publicly] though [reluctantly] and with [actions] rather than
words, [confirm] that the [sudden catastrophic climate change] is of a
[severe (and) long lasting] kind. The [actions] sub set is pointing to TPTB
going on a [relocation binge] in 2011 in which [treasures] and [treasured
artifacts] of all kinds will be [reduced (from public view)] as they are [re-
homed] across the planet. The details suggest that many [tourist museums]
will be [closed] with [excuses], while others will be [dwindling away ] as
their [artifacts] are [withdrawn]. The idea is that [new homes], mostly
[underground] will be [prepared] for these [treasures]. The data is also quite
explicitly pointing to [leaks] about the [re-homing] of [artifacts] occurring
throughout 2011 as the [power structure (of the elite)] goes into [break-
down].

As modelspace is progressed through the tumultuous early days of 2011 and
towards the [summer solstice] the growth in [truth telling], and [destructive
words (delivered)] grows in a number of areas of support for TPTB and their
[control systems]. One of the [control systems] forecast to be most affected
is the [club of rome]. The [pedophiles at all levels up to the pope] are
forecast to be [in the news] as further [horrific details] emerge as to [past
and current crimes] are [revealed]. Some of the [criminal activities] will
emerge through [fiscal degradation] that will induce even more [paranoia]
into the [control structure of the church]. The data sets include details
pointing to a [cadre] of [whistleblowers] who are indicated to [emerge] from
[repression (within the church)]. These [whistleblowers] will bring to [public
attention] both the [sexual crimes] as well as the more routine crimes of
[pillage] and [murder]. The data sets are indicating that some fairly [senior
minions] within the [control structure of the church of rome] will be
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[blabbing their heads off], until they actually will [lose their heads]. The
[frightening murders] of a couple of the [senior control members] within the
[church of rome] are indicated to [appear/look like war (for control)] so
much that they will be labeled as [mob warfare] and [gang wars] by the
[independent media]. In our data the suggestion is that this is exactly the
case, and that a [murderous war] for [control ] of the [church] and its
[resources] will indeed be (more or less) [publicly waged].

 There are a significant number of cohesive sub sets within the GlobalPop
entity that suggest that the next [‘great’ war] will be fought with [energy
weapons] rather than [explosives in cans]. The [energy weapons] sub sets
are already existent within the SpaceGoatFarts entity, but now are beginning
to show as directly held sets within the GlobalPop entity. The idea coming
across is that during the [initial (days?) movements] of the [global war], that
[scalar/energy weapons] are employed to [trigger (terra intrusion) events].
These are shown as including [flooding], and [mud slides], and
[earthquakes], as well as [wind storms] of quite [violent] nature. It may be
that this is why we have such a high level of Terra entity participation within
the November tipping point period, yet not high enough to consider the
Terra intrusions as *the cause for the tipping point. As of this report we still
have a growing 15/fifteen percent of the emotional values across all four
days of the tipping point as being Terra ‘caused’. This participation by the
Terra entity within the tipping point events is somewhat ‘muddied’ by the
extensive cross links from both the GlobalPop and Populace/USofA entity
over to the Terra entity. Many of the areas of the cross links within the Terra
entity are also cross linked over to the [energy weapons] sub set of the
SpaceGoatFarts entity. The implication would seem to support the idea that
[energy weapons] are part of the [next global war].

Populace/USofA – FRNs Wither, Totalitarian Tap Dance, Dark
Nights, New WPA (War Powers Act) , Scape Motza, Dissipation Days ,
Liberty Attack Redux, Great (surreal) Expectations

A large subset of the [diaspora (scattering of the peoples)] is headed by the
[loss of The money]. This sub set is directly connected by extensive cross
links over to the TPTB entity where termination points include
aspect/attribute sets such as [removal (of monetary (federal reserve notes
FRNs) velocity)], [reduction/closing (of the flood gates)], and [trickle (of
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money flow)]. The TPTB entity suggests that [deliberate acts] on the part of
ThePowersThatBe will [prevent] any of the [banks (banksters)] from
[lending money], or doing anything at all to [increase (the flow) of currency]
through the American economic system. The data within the
Populace/USofA entity sub set of [loss of The money] points directly to the
[reduction (to nil)] of the [money flow] as being a primary supporting
element of the [disapora (relocation)] of large parts of the [populace/USofA]
over the last part of 2010, and all of 2011.

The  Populace/USofA entity has several instances of the aspect/attribute set
headed by [people (in) darkness]. In one such instance that is cross linked
over to the Terra entity we have details suggesting that a significant number
of people will be [trapped in darkness] in a [group]. The size of the [group of
trapped people] is not indicated, but the site of the event is a [public
building] that will be taken as [refuge housing], and during an [extreme
weather episode] will leave [many people trapped in darkness]. This episode
is indicated to reach the level of [MSM (propaganda press/teevee) visibility]
and is also associated with the [ill winds] sub set within the Terra entity.

Further instances of the [people (in) darkness] sub set appear as modelspace
is progressed through late Summer and into Fall. The supporting sets suggest
that a new [social phenomenen] will be [visible] during this time, as the
[economic crunch] will have pressured many [homeowners (aka bank
debtors)] into [living in darkness] as they can [no longer sustain
(electricity/utilities) payments]. The data seems to indicate that the rise to
[visibility] of the [people (living) in darkness] will be co-incident with the
[back-to-school] social shift. There are sub sets in support of this linguistic
set that indicate that stories will appear in the MSM (propaganda press)
about [families] unable to [afford] both [utilities] and [school costs]. Many
will [sacrifice (for) children] and will be [going without (basic?) services] in
order to put [children (back) in school]. The accretion patterns indicate that
the story in MSM will trail off after the [back-to-school selling season], but
that the phenomenen will continue throughout 2010 and even accelerate as
[winter (northern hemisphere)] begins to cause [maiming] and [death] due to
[extraordinary cold conditions]. The cross links to the Terra entity are
pointing to more [visible] problems with [cold induced body damage] in the
[southern] and [western] states where many of the [houses] are both without
adequate insulation, and are heated with electricity. There are other
supporting sets that point to the [basic] nature of [delivered social services
(aka utilities)] being a [much discussed] subject within the MSM as [winter
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(northern hemisphere)] progresses into January 2011. The accretion patterns
suggest that not only [heat and light], but also [sewer] and [water] are to be
discussed as [hundreds of thousands] across the country are [living in
darkness ] and [without water/sewer].

The Populace/USofA entity also has sub sets that indicate a [surge] of
[health problems] including [ancient/old diseases] in both Fall and Winter.
The impact on the [health care system] is showing as [severe] with the
[added pressures] from the [economically crushed populace] being [blamed]
for [health care system breakdown] in many of the major [urban centers] as
well as within [formerly affluent cities/suburbs]. The [health care disease] is
indicated to become so [severe/extreme] at a national level, that by mid
2011, [strikes] and [slowdowns] will be common, as will [health care
facilities collapse syndrome] in which entire [hospitals] and [clinics] will
become so [non functional], seemingly in a very short period of time, that
instances of [shutdowns/shuttering (the building)] will occur, as well as
situations where the [staff] will [walk out], and not [return].

As 2010 moves forward, the modelspace shows deepening [economic woes]
for the Populace/USofA entity. There are indications of [economic
dictatorship] from the [banksters] such that [debtors work facilities] are
[discussed]. Unlike a ‘debtors prison’, the [debtor’s work facilities /system]
will be set up as a [‘work makes free’ (work yourself out of debt)] plan that
is not like a ‘debtors prison’, but really is quite like it. The [touts] and
[shills] for the [elites] are indicated to be bringing this idea up within a
larger [social engineering] context, perhaps ‘immigration reform’. In any
event the [slavery (to the) central banksters (aka Federal reserve criminals)]
plan is indicated to be [not well received] even to the point of [public
harassment (assault)] on several of the [media personalities] who will have
become [associated] with the idea. There are indications that a sub plot will
also be in play here in that cross links over to ThePowersThatBe entity are
pointing to the use of [public hatred] and [public anger] and [public ridicule]
will be used to [remove] several of the [minion class] of [politicians] and
[press (teevee) personalities] by [calculated connections] with [unpopular
social projects]. Hmmm…..them uppity reporters better watch out or they
will be assigned as spokesperson for the new ‘end the food crisis by eating
cow shit cookies’ program.

The tipping point period from November 8 through the 11th, and then the
subsequent multiple months of release of emotional tension language have
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distinct USofA centered ‘spread’ patterns in which change initiated within
the whole of modelspace starting the ‘tip’ of those four days appears to
begin within the Populace/USofA entity. While difficult to determine
precisely where the ‘tip’ of modelspace begins, the ‘spread’ is easily
discerned. The emotional tension values reach a peak early on November 8
and hold that level of both intensity, and duration, as well as a number of
other values, through the next 4/four days, and 6/six hours. Within that time
period the ‘tip’ is begun, and by the end of it, the spread rapidly overtakes all
of modelspace. As a result of the tipping point, and indicated to appear over
the subsequent 2/two plus months, a [war powers act] or [fake law (pre-
written/pre-agreed upon ‘law’)] will be [laid upon (the populace/usofa)] in
which [government (as directed by israeli agents – aka dual citizens loyal
first to israel and working for/paid for by the american government)] will be
given [dictatorship powers (WPA = War Powers Act)] for the [duration] of
the [new war]. The data sets indicate that the long feared bugaboo of
‘martial law’ will not be necessary, nor will ‘martial law’ be invoked as
there will be no need for such a crude approach given the compliance of the
[whores in congress] and the other [political class minions (appointed ‘civil
servants’)].

While there are some small level of indicators for the [american elections
(November 2)] to be [disputed], and [claimed invalid], the tipping point
period would seem to rule out any [effective challenge] to the [spurious
results]. NOT THAT IT MATTERS! The data shows that the
[conservatives], and the [fundamentalist religionists] will be [upset], and
[frothing at the mouth] due to the [visible vote fraud] that apparently will not
be as [devastating] for the [incumbents] as predicted, but their [ire] is not to
be [effective]. Further, it does not matter. It is quite clear that ALL
politicians who rise to the level of [national prominence] are [completely
controlled (owned)] by TPTB and will [do as instructed], without regard to
their supposed ‘constituent loyalty’. Indeed, the [political parties] and the
infrastructure of laws within the [american political ‘system’] are in place to
[control politicians] and to [bend their backs (for riding by TPTB)]. So, as
recent elections have demonstrated, there is [no chance] for [change] within
the [american political system]. Sadly the data sets indicate that yet one
more time, TPTB will [suck energy] from the [vein (of the populace)] while
providing the [illusion] of a [democracy] in which votes matter. They do not.
This upcoming [‘election’] of the [‘chosen’ few] by the [duped masses] will
be yet again another reminder that [rothschild/rockefellers (TPTB)] own the
[political process] in America, and that their [‘education’ system] and [mass
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(mind control) media] have complete, and near total [control] over the
[populace/usofa].

It is worth noting that [political challenges] within the [american populace
control system (aka 2/two party politics)] are merely [theater] to keep the
populace [distracted], and are indicated to be [forgotten] within days of the
[sham elections] due to the [new war] and its impacts on the [american
peoples].

Sadly, there are data accretion patterns pointing to the [disenfranchisement]
of the [populace (through the fraud of voting)], and [political manipulation
(of emotions)] that will be [redirected] by TPTB and their [agents] and
[mind control media (MCM = main stream media)] toward the [jewish
populace] within the USofA. The data shows that [attacks] and [assaults] on
[jewish people] within the USofA will be [dramatically portrayed] by the
MCM/MSM over the release language period and into 2011 in an agenda
furthering effort to [misdirect rage], and to institute [more power grabbing
(by israeli/rothschild minions)]. The data sets would seem to be indicating a
flurry of [anti semite] labeling being flung about far and wide by the [zionist
controlled media] over the first half of 2011. Sadly, the data suggests that
real [attacks] and [assaults] will be a [rising problem] for the [jewish people]
within the [populace/USofA]. It needs to be noted that the [victims] of the
[attacks] are NOT complicit in the [rothschild/rockfeller/TPTB] plans, and
that these [victims] are [intended misdirects] as a [safety valve] for TPTB.
The data indicates that TPTB (aka rothchilds/rockfellers) will be using the
[assaults on jewish peoples] for multiple purposes including [draining
emotional rage (over manifesting events)], and [redirecting rage (away from
the real perpetrators)], and as an [excuse for further control laws (laid on the
populace)].

The visible spread of the tipping point in November of 2011 starts within the
Populace/USofA entity and rapidly moves across modelspace. By the end of
the second day of the 4/four day period, the data sets within the
Populace/USofA entity are dominated by [attacks], and [‘friends’ (aka israel
as ‘friend’ to the US populace)]. These and other indicators would seem to
continue to suggest that the [israeli mistake] of an [attack on iran] will be
ordered by TPTB during this time.  There are many sub sets that appear in
the accretion patterns of the ‘near edge’ of the longer term data sets prior to
the tipping point going to the idea that [subtle] and [blatant] forms of [mind
control (from the media)] will be used to [prepare] the [populace] for the
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[upcoming tasks] required of the [american slave populace] in order to
[create/institute planetary war]. The data has explicit sets going to [weakness
(exploited within the populace)] with huge levels of details supporting
[multiple attacks (on populace will power to resist)] that have extensive
cross links back over to TPTB entity where most terminate within the
[satisfied contentment] sub sets. Note that the TPTB entity loses a lot of the
supporting sets for [contentment (with plans)] as the data sets for 2011 are
accruing within modelspace, however the details of those do NOT suggest a
meaningful rebellion of the populace/USofA, and rather seem to be more
Terra entity focused.

Also worth noting are the data sets that do seem to indicate a [backlash]
against such [socially debilitating issues] as [pornography], and [mind
control media]. There are distinct growth patterns for [social uprising] that
will seriously impact the [rothschilds human traffic and pornography
industry] in late 2010 and through 2011. The data accrues large sub sets in
2011 for a [growing] movement within the [populace] against the
[dissipation industries] that rises concurrent with the [attacks on jewish
people (and corporations)]. Apparently an [anti-pornography social
movement] will involve many [personal (also sadly violent)] attacks on
[pornography moguls] who are primarily [jewish or israeli], and this will be
used as further [impetus] toward [anti jewish attacks]. The whole of the
[social backlash movement] is indicated to come as something as a [surprise]
to TPTB, though the data indicates that they will [attempt] various forms of
[control] through [assumption], and [infiltration]. Their problem would seem
to be that an in-built [anti-jewish/ anti-religion bias] will prevent many of
their [agents] from [working] their way to [control positions]. The data sets
further indicate that over 2011, the TPTB [control attempts] will try to first
[hijack/infiltrate] the [social reformation movement] by way of the [‘new
age’ religions] which will [fail] due to the [anti-religion (as demonstrated
control mechanism of TPTB) bias], and they will resort to [Mind Control
Media] ‘blitz’ attacks in an attempt to [derail] the [social movement] through
other, more [brutal] control means. This last is indicated to also include the
passage of many [hate speech laws] which will make it a [illegal] to [say
publicly] that any [crime] has been committed by a [jewish person]. The data
sets accruing in support of the [‘hate’ speech laws] will get to a pivotal point
around the Spring Equinox (March) 2011, and the TPTB are shown as
[putting at risk] their [assets] within the [‘awake and aware’ segment of the
populace] by [ordering (these asset personalities)] to [come out in support]
of the [hate speech laws]. The data within the Populace/USofA entity
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indicates that [shock] and [disappointment], and [crushing disillusion] will
be [rampant] and [deep] within the [‘awake and aware’ social movement] as
many of the [personalities] who had been [trusted] in the past will [out
themselves] due to their [support for TPTB populace speech control laws].

Some interesting sub sets within the [hate speech laws] and [new age
infiltration] sub set growth over 2011 would seem to indicate that
[government (aka minions of TPTB)] will take some rather extraordinary
steps of trying to [shore up] their [eroding power base] not only with [new
laws], but also by [releasing] certain memes regarding [explicit support (for
TPTB)] from [spiritual authorities]. These [spiritual authorities] sub sets are
not as detailed as other sets growing in 2011, which indicates that they may
be continuing through into 2012, but are curious in that they show the TPTB
[releasing] the idea that [aliens (or gods/demigods/spiritual beings)] will be
[actively invoked] in support of the [divine right to rule] albeit in [new
language] that will attempt to [disguise] the nature of the message. In these
supporting sets, the accretion patterns show that both [implicit (due to
coming from mind-control-media/mainstream-media)] and [explicit] support
for [spiritual beings messages] which seem to [bless TPTB] will be
[presented] as part of the [derailing mechanism] for the [social upheavals]
which, from the TPTB viewpoint have gotten [out of their hands (out of
control)] over 2011.

The ‘close edge’ of the longer term data shows that the [elections
(Dissipation Days)] within the USofA in November will be a case of [second
rate] and [dissipation persons (weak willed corrupt ones)] who will [change]
the [nature (emotional flavor)] of the [days (time)]. This [change] will be
toward a period of [focus (on) trivialities].  These [trivial ones] will be
[attempting] to [shift] the [focus] from [manifesting (changes within) reality]
and instead, move the [populace/usofa] into a focus on [sex majic
(scandals)] and [new lies].

The [elections] sub sets are led by descriptors such as [(nation) bed-ridden
(ill)] with [great (TPTB) ambitions] that are [too extreme]. The data details
include sub sets for [people (not able) to co-exist]. There are aspect/attribute
sets that would appear to suggest that in spite of all of the [mainstream
media hype (and fear)], nothing in the nature of [real change] actually
occurs. The accretion patterns have a slight rise in the emotional impact
values for the days following the [elections], but not so much of a rise that
[stolen elections] would seem to be more than mere background grumbling
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to the larger events that take place during the 4/four data tipping point in
November.

The accretion patterns for the [american elections (November 2010)] could
be interpreted as being [stolen] and [subsumed (to the will of TPTB)] by the
mere existence of the tipping point merely days after the [elections]. Without
regard to the insanity of voting within a rigged, two party, single master
system, the data could be interpreted as a [wholesale removal] of nearly all
[incumbents] of [both parties], that is then followed by [false flag war/crisis
conditions] such that the [election results] have to be [set aside/ignored].
This is merely a possible interpretation of the data sets given the proximate
of the tipping point to the elections. As of this reading of the data it would
appear that all the [media frenzy] about the [elections] will [vanish] over
night of November 7th as the planet shifts into the tipping point period.

Also note that within the [dissipation days] sub sets within the
Populace/USofA is a small, but well defined set going to the idea of a
[Liberty Attack Redux], in which the data details describe an [israeli attack
(gone wrong)] with perhaps as much as [50%] levels of [initial attackers (as)
casualties] that then provokes another [attack on USS Liberty] in the form of
a temporal echo. In this situation, the [loss of half of the israeli air force] in
the [first 28/twenty eight minutes] of the [new war] is indicated to [panic]
the [israeli war instigators] into a [spasm] of [fear farts] in which they (the
israeli ‘leadership’ – aka Rothschild minions) will order a [nuclear attack] on
[american bases] in both [iraq] and [kuwait]. The [israeli high command and
uber fuhrers] will then [claim] that [evil doers Iran (and probably china)]
were the actual [nuclear attackers]. The data indicates a slight problem will
develop with the [story (of the) nuclear attack], and the [questions (about)
israeli lies] will be part of the [assaults (pogrom) against jewish people]
within the [populace/usofa] as the [unwinding (of the) lies] spreads, leading
to a [populace enraged (over) nuclear attack (on US soldiers)]. Further data
shows that [bones crushing] and [gut scouring] problems for the
[government (aka political minions of TPTB) of the usofa] will also grow
throughout 2011 from the [perceived (and actual) complicity] of [american
politicians (petty corrupt people)] and [dual israeli and ‘american’ citizens]
within [government] with the [israeli nuclear attack (on american soldiers)].
Further the data indicates that [blood (of politicians)] here in the USofA will
be [visible] in global media as a direct result of the [israeli nuclear attack (on
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american soldiers)]. The data sets for the [politicians’ blood (in the press)]
shows up first just around the vernal equinox  (March 21) in 2011.

The [new war] being [crafted] around the [israeli mistaken attack] on [iran]
will be bringing some strange [social impacts] to the Populace/USofA.
These new [social trends] include [mercenaries] being [killed (in) masses]
such that [recruiting campaigns] of [force], and [intimidation] will be
[propelled intensely] by [government] creating [untenable alternatives]. The
idea coming across is that [young people (cannon fodder for TPTB)] will be
offered [bad conditions (as mercenaries)], but [worse alternatives (forced) by
government edit (draft)].  The movement of modelspace suggests that the
[new draft laws] will be put forward in January of 2011 such that they can be
[ready] when the [mass mercenary deaths] begin to occur in early Spring
(northern hemisphere) of 2011.

The [new wars] sub set also grows [nation at risk] as a primary supporting
sub set. The [nation at risk] sub set includes [forced servitude] that will
[spark] both [riots] and [mob murders] over the course of 2011. The data
does not show this [government pressure (for forced servitude)] does not
continue into 2012. Several of the [riots] related sub sets seem to be
indicating that a [prominent politician (or two)] will be [crushed] and
[dismembered] {ed note: accidentally by bad timing of driver} and that this
[mob murder] of [‘civil servants’] will [significantly alter] the [emotional
tone] of the [government].  The data sets suggest that incidents such as these
[mob murders] of [politicians] will bring about the [mass hiring (of
mercenaries as) bodyguards] for [politicians] at all levels.

The data sets suggest that in 2011, a move toward [sanctioned killings (by
mercenaries as bodyguards to politicians)] will appear as a theme within the
[mainstream mind control propaganda media]. The [propaganda pimps] will
also be [‘protected’ by mercenaries], and are described as having [invested]
into the [mind control (of politicians and other protected parties)] having a
[greater right to life] than [ordinary humans], and thus the [laws] are
indicated to be [changed] and allow the [sanctioned (made legal) killings] by
[body guards] in [serving their masters] by [protecting them from violent
rogues (formerly called citizens)].

Data sets with extensive cross links over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity
suggest that not only are [violent citizen outbursts] something of a problem
for TPTB, but also the [surreal experiences] of an increasing sub set of the
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[populace/USofA] will be  [time consuming] {ed note: pun intended} and
[aggravating] for TPTB as they attempt to [retain control] over the [minds
(of the) populace/USofA]. The detail sets seem to indicate several ‘hot beds’
of [surreal life experiences] will be [emerging] over late 2010 and into 2011
in the [continental USofA]. {ed note: the locations are likely due to
proximate of time labs and other shadow government ‘science’ operations.}
The [surreal nature] of the [experiences] will be put down to any number of
more prosaic causes, including [drugs], and other [mental disturbances], but
the data sets growth patterns indicate that within a very short time, the
number of [reported surreal encounters (with universe and its critters)] will
increase to the level of [discussion] of the [phenomena] within [mainstream
mind control media]. The data sets are pointing to the [propagandists
(especially cable ‘news’)] going out to [consult pedophiles (priests) and
other sorcerers] in [great numbers] to try to [quell] the [wave (of) experience
reports].

As the Populace/USofA entity is progressed through the [summer 2011], the
[sudden catastrophic climate change] sub sets within the entity grow large
areas of support for the [disapora] sub set by way of [evacuations]. The
[climate change catastrophe] induced [evacuations] are found under [fires],
and [toxic smoke], as well as [violent storms (not seen before levels)], and
[earthquake (caused/augmented) floods]. There are a number of new areas of
growth under the [floods] in the [extreme summer (of) 2011 (in the)
continental usofa]. These [floods] sub sets impacts on the [populace/usofa]
are further augmented by the supporting sets of [governmental] and
[officialdom] being in a [condition (of) contention] and [internal strife] such
that [rescues] that *will be occurring are the results of [citizen response].

The [rescues] that are showing up in the detail sets are pointing to a very
[emotionally intense] period of several months that will span the [last of
(extreme) summer 2011] and into [fall 2011]. The [rescues] are forecast to
include [trains] and [highways] that will be [flooded] or [impassible] due to
[toxic smoke]. There are indications that [local guides] will [rope together]
to [move (large numbers) of stranded people] over a [terrible 3/three day
period]. These [3/three terrible days] are forecasting that [exhaustion] and
the [conditions] will [kill many] in some form of [disaster] not ‘normal’ to
the USofA. There are some sub sets suggesting that [public ferries] and
[private boats] will be involved in the [conditions (for) rescue] if not the
[actual rescues themselves], and further that the [corpses retrieved] will [line
the banks for miles].
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There are other, [summer 2011] data sets within the Populace/USofA entity
and the Terra entity, some with cross links over to the SpaceGoatFarts or
GlobalPop entities for [earthquake (caused) transportation cessation] that are
being forecast as [producing global impact]. These [earthquakes] indicated
to cause the [damaged transportation system] are temporally related to the
end of [summer, 2011] and appear in the data sets just following the
[flooded plains rescues]. Further the [earthquake damages] bring along
multiple generations (over 42 years) worth of impact on the infrastructure.

Markets
By the time that the longer term data sets forecast linguistics will begin to
emerge in early to mid December, 2010, the static or beginning view of
modelspace suggests that the [great crash] of the [american financial empire]
will have occurred. This is to say that the longer term data sets begin in
December 2010, but do so against the initial starting state in which the last
of the short term data left modelspace. The beginning state forecast
linguistics within the Markets entity starts off with [gold/silver] having had
something of an [escalator ride (rapid steps up)] relative to the [currencies
(of the planet)] due to [paper debt systems] becoming unstable]. The
[unstable paper debt systems] language suggests that before the [american
elections of November] there had been at least [3/three unhinging] episodes
which had produced the [retching/puking/nausea] forecast in previous Shape
reports. These [episodes of fiscal gastric distress], according to the initial
state of the Markets entity, had resulted in the [unhinging] of the [precious
metals (mostly gold/silver, but others as well)] from the [paper chains] that
had previously [provided leverage (and) control] over the [metals markets].

The [3/three unhinging] episodes are the temporal markers for the
appearance of the [panic to possess (gold /silver)] language that the longer
term values are forecasting will be the [dominant background theme] across
2011. The progression of the Markets entity along with modelspace through
even the early days of 2011 shows rapid growth in several dozen contexts
that relate to the [precious metals]. These include [scandals ] becoming
[visible] and concerning [delivery] of [paper control contracts] that had been
used to [depress] the [prices] and [interest] in [gold/silver] and other
[precious metals]. Further the data suggests that [military demands (for
silver as strategic metal)] {ed note: see SpaceGoatFarts entity discussion for
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more on this theme.} will further [escalate] the [already pressing silver
shortage].

There are several sub sets that appear in the Markets entity as modelspace is
progressed through the early days of 2011. The detail sets are suggesting that
language around [war], and [ends of war] will seriously impact the [life
(existence)] of the [markets] themselves. The idea bubbling up from the
details over the first 2/two quarters of 2011 suggest that [war costs], and
[direct impacts (from war)], will [so adversely impact] the [markets] that the
data is forecasting language about [disruptions], and [disappearances (of
funds)] that will [shut down] the [markets systems]. These data sets are also
supported by aspect/attributes within the Populace/USofA sub sets that
indicate that [government] will be in such a state of [panic] over the
[aberrations] of the [systems] that a [politician (stooge of TPTB) and a
member of the club] will be [rapidly promoted] to [‘take charge’] of the
[new crisis].

The data sets for Markets entity would seem to suggest that before
November, a [federal government mandate] has caused a [bank holiday
(suspension)] that in effect has [beggared] the [populace] by [removing (the
layers of) illusions] that had [propped up] the [government lies]. The [further
crash] of the [property values (of all kinds)] apparently hit so fast after or
around the September equinox, that the [speed] of [degradation into worst
case] was [trumpeted by government shills] as a [reason for fear (of the next
great depression)]. The [government shills] and [mainstream (mind control)
media propaganda] about [descent (into) depression] was apparently used to
[prop up (the establishment stooges)] and was used as [the excuse (for) yet
more stolen elections].

As modelspace and the Markets entity progress through the first months of
2011, the detail layers forecast very [dire language] to be appearing in
mainstream propaganda outlets across the nation. The data suggests that
once the [depression] and [killer deflation] became [obvious], the
[government (ordered so by TPTB) stooges] shifted their [tactics] in an
attempt to [push blame away], and at the same time, [ramp up fear (of evil
depression)] such that [more control mechanisms (could be rammed up the
public ass)].

The data sets could also be interpreted around a scenario where in the [mass
outing (of incumbents)] in the [elections] cause a [markets crash] of
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[staggering historic proportions (over November 8th through 11th)] such that
this [crash] is used to [institute emergency powers (over the economy and all
aspects of life here in the USofA)], and [effectively steal *(back) the
elections for the TPTB stooges] as the [‘government’] grants itself the
[powers to decide who won which election].

Without regard to how it comes about, the Markets entity has data sets
forecasting language in 2011 about the [historic ‘loss’ of ‘money’] in 2010
due to [deflation, devaluation, depression] and [markets devastation].

Combined with [food shortages], both [actual] and [engineered], the [Winter
(northern hemisphere) 2010] is indicated to bring about the [largest] and
swiftest] version of [empire collapse] ever seen on this planet. The data
suggests that the [southwest] region of the [american society] will be the
[point] at which the [spark (of the conflagration)] begins for the [officialdom
(version)] of the [national american identity). The data sets that have the
highest level of accrual rates  in early January through February are within
areas that are pre-existing from 2010 initial state of modelspace. These data
sets have supporting aspect/attribute sets that include [chaos (social order
destruction)], and [officialdom (repudiating elections)], and [officials
(murdered at their jobs)], and [politicians (in america) requiring body
guards]. Part of the newly accruing aspect/attribute supporting sets for
[politicians (here in america)] go to the idea that [mercenaries] are [hired as
body guards] due to the [threats (and actual) violence against politicians] at
both [national] and [state] levels. These sets relating to the [mercenary body
guards] and their [visibility] in early 2011 are indicated to be very good
[temporal markers] for the [large separation (divide)] of the [markets] that
likely is part of the [second] and [larger] of the [3/three officialdom
devaluation of the USofA dollar episodes].

The data sets accretion patterns for the Markets entity point to [devaluation
depression] as being a [major (political) crisis] in the USofA by March of
2011. The supporting sets that accrue for that period go to the idea of a
[crisis face] on the [officialdom (political elites)] of the [usofa] that will be
[constantly visible] within the [mind control, mainstream media]. The
[propagandists] are to be [without rest] during the months of March and
April of 2011 as they, along with the [rest of officialdom] attempt to [retain
control] during the [national uprising]. This period within the Markets entity
is extensively cross linked back over to the Populace/USofA at levels that
are not present between the Markets entity and the GlobalPop entity. In
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many ways, the linguistics describe a period in which the [world (of money,
paper debt abstractions)] is [holding its breath] waiting for the [*next*
development] to manifest.

As part of the [six days of madness] near the [vernal equinox] of March, the
data sets are forecasting that the [markets participants] are in a [state of
decay] that is [reflective] of the [state of political (social order) decay]
within the [USofA nationally]. The events of November 2010 and the
subsequent months of release language are forecast to be [draining] to the
[lies] that TPTB have been spewing for [decades], and combined with the
negative tone of TPTB entity, the Markets entity is suggesting that a wave of
[closures] and [shuttering] of [institutions] both [government], and
[corporate] will occur. As modelspace moves the Markets entity in to Spring
(northern hemisphere), the accruing supporting sets are going to a [crisis (of
government)] that, by threatening the [stability (of the populace institutions)]
will also be [threatening (the existence or continuation)] of the [paper debt
markets] themselves.

The data suggests that even in the [propaganda press (main stream media)]
the [forecasts] for the [rest of 2011] will include language such as [worst
year ever], and [bad spring, abysmal summer, sick fall, ill winter].  In
several of the accruing supporting aspect/attribute sets for the period of early
2011, the linguistic structures reflect the [impact] of the November tipping
point events on the [social stability] as being the [opposite] of what TPTB
had desired. There are a number of sets that go to the idea that TPTB
negative emotional tone, and indeed the loss of emotional values within
TPTB entity, are directly related to the [chaos (and systems instability)] that
was introduced in November, 2010. These supporting sets include details
suggesting that the [riots] of 2011 and the other [social instability
manifestations] have a very [chilling effect] on the whole of TPTB [control
structures] including their [pedophilic priests/popes] and their [massive
wealth]. The idea coming across is that a [slip up] of some sort during the
[six days (of markets madness)] near the [equinox] directly related to the
nefarious activities of TPTB will [induce wobble] in a system already
hanging on by the slimmest of margins, and that this [wobble (in financial
systems)] will bring about [devastating impact] on the [church (club) of
rome]. The data would seem to suggest that one of the results is that the
[church (club) of rome] will be [forced] to [sell off assets] to [cover losses].
The [financial impact] of the [stinky ‘investments’] will also set off a [chain
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of recriminations] and [truth telling] that will seem to be the [act of
conspiratorial scape goats] trying to [get back at] their [former partners].

Over all of 2011 the longer term data sets continue to accrue supporting sets
for [crushing deflation] that is described as [rolling around the planet] in
[waves]. These [crushing deflationary waves] are at first [resisted] by the
[markets] and the [minion classes (politicians and other officialdom)], but
with the [summer 2011] and onward [planetary infrastructure chaos], due in
part to [earthquakes] and [sudden catastrophic climate change], the
[deflation (of the financial system)] soon becomes [yet more background
noise] as the [markets (and infrastructure)] become [daily] less [relevant to
human activities].

Terra - Ski Rome, Mottled Maps, New Ice, Old Cities, New (city)
Islands, Long Mud Out, Polar Peep, Dead VIP Shuffle, Solar
Tussle
The data sets are indicating that the [oscillation] of the [weather patterns]
between [hot and cold] will totally dominate the [planet] from the autumnal
(September) equinox onward. Stated another way, the data indicates that
from September of 2010 onward, the ‘mild’ seasons of [spring] and [fall]
will [cease to be relevant]. The idea coming up from the data detail layers is
that as the [solar system] continues to exhibit [frequency intensity shifts] that
will include [more solar output], and [sharp solar energy shifts], the
[planetary weather patterns] will also continue to shift until what remains is
more or less a [2/two season world]. The [flavor] of the seasons are
indicated to [vary by temperature (degrees maximally divergent)], and not
by other factors including [moisture (rain)] patterns.

The data sets suggest that [extreme cold] will be the [visible] part of these
linguistics within the [mainstream media] over both Fall and Winter in the
[northern hemisphere]. The details sets even provide for [snow] to be
[covering (the) seven hills] of Rome, while [avalanches] and [ice ‘events’]
will cause [significant damage] within [central europe, including parts of
germany, switzerland, france, austria, and the czech republic].  From the
Faroe Islands south to the French coast, the ‘cold’ season (formerly Fall, and
Winter) will be dominated by [storms, freezing rain,  ice falls (storms), high
(extreme) winds], and [strange (unexpected) magnetic disturbances]
including [high altitude atmospheric conditions] which may cause [odd
optical effects] at the [apex/pinnacle] of the [coldest conditions].
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The accretion patterns for the [weather/climate] sub sets within the Terra
entity are not uniform, but vary widely by geographic regions. It would
appear that the [chaos (in climate)] sub sets that have so many cross links
over to the [disapora] sub sets within the GlobalPop and the
Populace/USofA will be particularly evident as the planet moves into
official northern hemisphere Winter on December 21, 2010. The [chaos (in
climate)] sub set has [disparate (deviation from norm/usual)] as the
dominant aspect/attribute set, with a rising primary descriptor of
[mottled/irregular] in the support set. The details suggest that previous
[weather forecasting patterns] will become essentially [useless] as the
[planet] progresses through December and into 2011. The formerly
predictable [snow accumulation patterns (and sites)] are shown as being [up-
ended] or [over-turned] as [snow (extreme cold)] patterns descend over the
[northern hemisphere] in totally new and [unexpected] arrangements. The
details would seem to indicate that [ice storms] will [lock up] so much
[water] that other areas both regionally and globally will enter [cold drought]
conditions not previously observed. There are even indications of [winter
glacial calving] also not previously seen by modern humans.

As a side note, the data indicates that [past civilization remnants] will
become [exposed] by the [new ice patterns]. These may not be directly
[visible] to the general public, but the aware observer should be able to
discern when this occurs due to the [odd military/government personnel
movements] that will shift an [interesting collection (of skilled persons)] to
[unexpected (formerly ice covered)] locations.

The data sets within the Terra entity continue to accrue into 2/two large
groups in support of the [oscillation] sub set. The idea visually discernable
even at the secondary support layers is that [weather/climate] will, from
“Fall” of 2010 (northern hemisphere), be ever more sharply defined by
[duality] in which the [hot] versus [cold] will express. In the data sets under
the [summer, northern hemisphere] the accretion patterns indicate that the
[previous (cold) extremes] will produce a [land under water] with [flooding]
beyond anything so far seen by the current (last 13,000 years) crop of
humans. The data sets are describing multiple [continents], including
[antarctica] in which [flooding] will [produce (long lasting) earth changes].
These [earth changes] will be seen in the form of [massive mud slides] of a
[size] and [duration] and [devastation] level akin to [volcanic lahars]. These
[mud slides] are also indicated to produce [long run out topology changes] in
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which the areas [over which] the [mud floods] have past will be [irrevocably
changed]. The idea is that the [mud filled valleys] will be [left] as there will
be [no point (no gain)] in [digging out from under the mud]. The longer term
data sets bring with them links to duration (of impact on humans) language
that goes out 5/five generations, or approximately 105 years, and which
indicates that [habitations] and [farming] will be done on the [mud
cap/hat/covering] of the [previous civilization]. By the way, the [previous
civilization] language refers to us guys here now.

The [lands under water] sub set also provides further support for the [future
pop] sub set which evolves over time into FuturePop the entity. In this sub
set we now can see that [scavenging] on the [bones (of ) cities] will be
[officially encouraged] as a result of the [levels (depth)] of [flooding] and
[destruction].  The data details give a glimpse of [tribes] of [displaced
peoples (diaspora victims)] on all [continents] excepting Antarctica, where
[boat skills], and [diving skills] will be [employed] to [recover] the
[valuables] and [strategic materials] covered under [thousands *(of acres) of
flooded lands].

Further accretion patterns within the Terra entity, and both GlobalPop and
Populace/USofA show that [flooded lands], which is to say, the [land with
standing water] upon it, will itself [cause problems] for local humans and
animals and plants. The idea is that such places as [military depots] and
[commercial chemical sites/dump]s will end up as [wet toxic sumps] and
[death areas] after the initial and active [flooding] occurs. There are many
instances within the [flooding/floods/flooded lands] sub set which provide a
view of [stagnant waters] as well as [new lakes] and [new rivers]  all of
which have very long term value sums in their ‘duration of impact’ array
elements. This means that both the Terra entity, and the two populace
entities are forecasting [multiple generation impacts] to arise from the
[floods over the lands]. The language within the newly accrued supporting
details would suggest [flooded lands] that will be [covered (with waters)] for
[half a century] or longer. Further, the [covered lands (aka new lakes, inland
seas)] are not the only long term problem in that the data sets point to
[gouges] left behind by the [mud slides] and [flood waters] that
[fundamentally alter/change] the [landscape]. These [scars on terra] are all of
[long duration] and many are indicated to [cause/induce] changes in the
[human populations] and their [activities/behavior] forecast to still be [on
going/in process] out to the mid 2030’s.
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It is within the [flooded lands] sub set that the details of previous forecasts
for the FuturePop entity sub set are now appearing as being in our (near)
longer term future. The data details are now showing growth in the sub sets
for [bottom (few) floors] of [sky tall buildings] in [major cities] will be
[flooded] over this next 2/two years. These [flooded out sky scrapers (tall
buildings)] in [major coastal cities] are appearing as modelspace is
progressed through Summer of 2011 and onward through to the extent of our
longer term data which is about late Summer, 2012. In these details within
the [flooded lands] there are sets that are specifically referencing [coastal
flooding] that contain the growing sets for [water tribes] and [pole people
(those who live supported by poles in the water)] in the ‘developed’ world.
These new [pole people] have newly accreting sets for [poling (small boats)]
down [flooded city streets]. There are also sets for [wire] as [transportation]
being [strung] between the [upper floors] of [buildings] with
[basements/lower floors (under waters)].  According to the accruing data at
the detail layers within the longer term value sets, many of the [coastal
cities] will, at least temporarily, attempt to [adjust/adapt] to, more or less,
[permanent coastal flooding].

This area of the [flooding] and [mud slides] is extensively cross linked over
to the [diaspora] sub sets in both the GlobalPop and Populace/USofA
entities. Further, there are also significant levels of cross links over to the
Markets entity, though mostly these arise in mid to late Summer (northern
hemisphere) 2011. Within a small number of the termination points within
the GlobalPop entity are some that provide for [benefits] from the [flooded
lands]. These [benefits] include [redistribution (of) fertility (to flooded
soils)], and [new coastal islands]. The [new coastal islands] are an
interesting sub set in that the [islands] would seem to [appear] with some
rapidity, such that within [2/two years time] there is [human habitation]
being established.

Cross links between the Terra entity, sub set [flooded lands], and the
SpaceGoatFarts entity have a disproportionate level of the termination points
being within sets relating to [star positions], with specific references to
[Polaris], and [Vega]. The implication from the details of these sets would
seem to be a [visible shift] within the [track] of the [pole star]. The only way
that this set could manifest is to have the [view from earth] of the [star
positions] be [altered]. The SpaceGoatFarts entity termination points are
within very new sets with sparse levels of details, however it would appear
that this is the first of the longer term detail levels to suggest actual, crustal
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displacement, such that [navigation star patterns], existent for over 13,000
years, will be changing in the near term future. Of course, this could just be
due to a major level of discussion of [pole star changes] in the planetary
media and not an actual change in the [pole star].

The data sets accruing for the Terra entity as the entity is progressed through
modelspace over 2010 and 2011 clearly suggest that [global (planetary)
climate disruption] will play a large part in an [emerging shift (of consensus
view of earth/reality)].  The 2011 [volcanic rush] and its impacts on both
[human food production] as well as [planetary biota in general] is showing
as putting an [end] to TPTB and their idea of [human caused climate
change]. A sub set of the [volcanoes flush (out lots of eruptions of
magnitude)] within the Terra entity is cross linked over to both the Markets
entity and TPTB entity. These cross links are seemingly suggesting the [loss
of hundreds of millions (of paper dollars)] by TPTB due to the [collapse (of
the carbon trading schemes)] due to [fantastic levels (of climate change)]
indicated to be [triggered by] the [volcanoes blooms] of (late) 2010, and
2011. The [collapse (of the carbon trading scheme)] is also cross linked over
to the negative emotional period for TPTB entity….more or less beginning
in late January 2011.

Some of the [sudden climate change] sub sets within the Terra entity
indicate that [visible] within the media in 2011 will be [repeated discussions]
across the [planet] about the [bizarre bloomings (patterns of plant blossom
opening)]. These are described as [all the spring and summer flowers trying
to bloom] at the [same time], as well as [spring flowers] that [form] but do
not [open] at least any time within the [spring season]. These [static flowers]
have some linguistic support for [opening (finally)] in [summer], but are
described as [without vigor] and [lacking life] in enough cases to have
[mainstream media] commenting on the [poor signs] from the [plant world].
The [holding flowers] will first get [visibility] within the [southern
hemisphere] as they go into Spring (September, 2010).

The Terra entity has a number of [plant] related sets growing at a very rapid
pace as modelspace is progressed through mid 2011. These include [new
plant] species being [discovered] out in the [wilds of nature] that will
[appear] to be [mutants]. Likely some of these will be [blamed] on
[Monsanto] and the [rockefeller push toward genetically modified plant life].
However, some of these are also described as being [opportune exposures]
of [plants] to [exceptional radiation] from [space] that will [induce] the
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[genetic alterations]. These [new plant species] are further [visible] in the
longer term future, and carry some duration of impact values that go out
multiple generations (over 40/forty years).

Other aspect/attribute sets accrue to [plants] and [animals] as modelspace
progresses the Terra entity through 2011 that indicate that [severe (extreme)
climate change] will [alter] the [landscape] across [3/three continents] in
such a way as to [change (permanently)] the [ecosystems] of the [affected
areas]. The idea is that [new valleys], and [permanently flooded] areas will
develop that will [alter migration patterns] as well as what used to be
considered as [normal plant species distribution]. The view is of a [north and
south america] altered by [new weather patterns] as well as [volcanic output]
in large enough areas to [affect (the) continents] as a whole. Further
[weather pattern] alterations for the [eurasian continent] are indicated to
[restructure agriculture] for Russia, and especially [siberia]. There are also
sub sets for [land mass growth] that are attached to [siberia] both as a
linguistic set and presumably as a land mass. These [new lands] are
indicated to come from [volcanic expansion]. The descriptors within the
supporting sets point to [new lands (peninsula)] so large as to (participate) in
the [change of the northern pacific ocean currents], as well as to [alter wind
patterns (over the northern pacific ocean)].

A number of [wind related] events within the Terra entity still are in support
of the [ill winds] sub sets when modelspace is moved through 2010 and into
2011. Along with the SpaceGoatFarts entity, the Terra entity continues to
grow its supporting sets for [sun disease]. The [sun disease] sub set within
the Terra entity gains new aspect/attribute sets for the impacts of the [solar
patterns (sun spots?, filaments?)] as 2010 fades into 2011. As with our
forecasts for [sun spasms] over the ‘summer’ (northern hemisphere) in 2010
which have been more than adequately fulfilled, the linguistics are accruing
in patterns that continue to forecast [new sun spasms], and [solar events] that
are as of yet, [unknown] and therefore [unnamed (without appropriate
labels)]. The Terra entity shows that [solar patterns (sun spots?, filaments?)]
will [surge] again in late 2010 and are to be [direct contributors] to some
[highly impacting climate events] here on earth during the transition into
2011.

The Terra entity maintains [sun spasm] and [sun disease] sub set growth for
the duration of movement of modelspace through 2011 and out to July of
2012 which represents the far edge of our data granularity within the longer
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term data sets.  The growth patterns suggest that a very solar active period is
beginning. This is probably not a good sign for the longer term, but may
well be good for those humans who use [solar energy] for cooking and such
as the data suggests a whole lot of new [solar energy] is heading our way.

One of the more interesting sub sets under the [sun disease] within the Terra
entity has very extensive cross links over to the Populace/USofA and, to a
lesser extent, over to the GlobalPop entity. These cross links have a
disproportionately large termination base in sub sets relating to [military]
subjects. These cross links are originating in areas of the [sun disease] sub
set that are forecasting [direct impacts], first on the [military], and then the
[populace in general], of [sun disease]. The idea from the details seems to be
that the [american military], then the [japanese populace], then the [american
populace], then the [european militaries], in that order, will experience
[disruptions] from the [sun patterns (sun spots?, filaments?)] that will
[disconnect] much, if not all, of the [ability (to) communicate]. The details
are suggesting a [wave] of [high energy patterns (perhaps xrays?)] that will
cause [satellite disruption] over the course of several days, perhaps even
[weeks], in which [communications] will be [erratic] to say the least. These
sets within the Terra entity are temporally related to [high atmosphere
phenomena] that will also be [occurring] near or at the same time.  Some of
these [upper level atmospheric phenomena] are described as being [non-
natural], or [created phenomena].

The [satellite disruption] period of 2011/2012 would seem to be a good
temporal marker for the [cousin alexi (space alien, hominid)] appearance, as
well as the first [visibility] of the [salvage water tribes] in several parts of
the planet, and several of the [new electrics] developments (see
SpaceGoatFarts below). Within the Terra entity sub sets that provide for
[sudden catastrophic climate change] are a few that are extensively cross
linked to the [new poverty (of ireland (irish peoples)] and specifically to a
[cast away/ displaced mother (red hair?)] who will [decide to [walk-away]
her [global problems] by actually [walking away (from) poverty] toward
[authority]. Apparently the [walking woman] will have a [demand note] that
will be [delivered] to the TPTB in the [person] of a [far distant] authority
figure. The reason that this is present within the Terra entity, as well as the
GlobalPop entity has to do with the [sudden catastrophic climate change]
and the impact that the [weather] has on her [very visible demand note
walk]. The temporal marker of the [extreme summer weather] for northern
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europe will be very much a part of this [woman’s walking journey], and will
actually mark the first of the [2/two season years] beginning.

The Terra entity also has a number of sets going to [disruptions (of) TPTB
plans and plots] by [sudden catastrophic climate change]. While many of the
supporting sets for the [disruption (by weather)] sub sets within the TPTB
are [military] in nature, the Terra entity has a number of directly held sub
sets that focus more on the [members (and officialdom slaves)] of TPTB
who will be [caught out] and [caught off guard] by [extreme weather
events]. Some of these [climate change episodes] are described as [throwing
down (the TPTB or high level officialdom/politicians)] into the
[mire/muck/mud/sewers] along with the [peasants (citizens/humans)] of the
planet. These [displaced] and [lost] members of TPTB will not all [fare
well], as several of the supporting sets are pointing to [death] and [maiming]
that will be [visible] in the [mainstream (propaganda/mind control) media].
In the Terra entity there are several sets that point to another [media worship
dead member of TPTB episode] that is [cut short] by [yet more extreme
climate change]. So the [rich bastard] is not only [cut short (by the wall of
mud)], but then his/her [worshipful funeral (by the slave press/zionists)] is
itself [cut short] by the very [earth changes] that caused the [death].

As has been repeatedly noted throughout this report in nearly all the entities
so far examined, the [solar spasm] of Summer 2010 {ed note: forecast a few
months back, and actually manifest on August 1,2010} will end up being the
small [prelude] to the actual [solar disease] manifestations of
2010/2011/2012. The [solar spasms] will begin to [increase] both in [actual
intensity] as well as [human drama] over the rest of this year and through the
next 2/two years. As the [cycle (of) windings (equatorial versus polar spin
rates delta)] is the cause of the [increasing solar tensions], and as these
cycles have an 86.45 day  period, the Terra entity will not be [shaking
violently] at a [constant] enough rate to enable the [sheeple] to grasp what is
occurring. Thus the Terra entity contains many cross links to the [debates]
sub sets within the Populace/USofA entity and the GlobalPop entity where
the termination is within sub sets that include [misdirection], and [TPTB
lies], and huge numbers of supporting sets for [lying propagandists (cable
news)].  However, without regard to the [bickering of humans], the data sets
are indicating that the [solar distress (disease/tensions)] will continue to
[build/release] on an 86+ day cycle with each new cycle bringing out
[progressively more violent discharges] from the [sun]. The newly accreting
long term values suggest that by Summer (northern hemisphere) 2011, there
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will be an [incident] in which a [filament connection] will form between the
[sun] and [several of the planets] that is indicated to [stun] many of the
[solar disease critics] into [lasting silence] as the planet of humans is
[enveloped in solar system high energy drama].

Within the Terra entity there are a number of supporting sets for [recovery
from (repair of) water way damage] that relates to [earthquakes]. Most of
these references are geographically linked to the [west coast, north america].
There are others scattered around the planet, including such oddities as
[finland], and [sweden]. However, the majority would appear to be focused
on the [pacific northwest] of the [north american continent] as being the
[center of the water way damage]. Noting that the term [water way] includes
not only [navigable waters], but also [pipe lines] and [canals], it could be
that the forecast for the [repair of water way] language is actually referring
to [potable water pipelines]. Without regard to the type of water ways
involved, the data would still suggest large enough damaging earthquakes
such that it will take 8/eight months to [repair the water ways].
Unfortunately the data also suggests that no sooner shall the [damages] be
[repaired] than the next [solar spasm] will occur and the earth will [again
shake loose] the [water ways]. Oh well, so it goes….we needed the work to
do anyway….

SpaceGoatFarts  - Wakey-wakey, Baking PopeOvers, Puffin
Planet, Time Spill Zones,  Disappearing Shines,   Rama Llama,
SunDay AfterNoon
There has been some small, recent, accumulation of aspect/attribute sets
going to the idea of a [mass, planetary awakening (of humans to TPTB and
nature of reality)]. These newly accruing data sets do have cross links over
to the TPTB entity, where they do terminate in areas of sinking emotional
sums. Stated yet another way, the SpaceGoatFarts entity data accretion
patterns seemingly are suggesting that a [mass, planetary wake-up of
humans] will begin to express itself in the linguistics of the *(currently mind
control) mainstream media beginning in mid to late 2011. Now, please note
this is the forecast of the appearance of the linguistic references, and NOT
the actual [mass planetary wake-up and coffee fest].

It is encouraging that these linguistic structures are appearing at all, but it is
early days yet, and the accretion patterns in this linguistic structure are still
growing. Indeed they are just appearing for the first time, so the expectation
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here is that discussion will be within mainstream media over 2011, but may
be more attempts by TPTB to [misdirect] or [subsume] or [derail] or
[infiltrate (for attempts at control)] than any form of [actual] or [suddenly
manifesting] wave of public enlightenment. Further note that this linguistic
structure refers explicitly to an [awakening of humans to the nature of TPTB
and reality in general]. This structure is clearly, and explicitly supported by
[anti-religion ] language as [religion is a mental control structure of the
TPTB] and is certain to [fail] and [fall] as [populace awakening] occurs.
Also please note that this section does not support [rapture], [conversions],
[appearance of (anybody’s) god], and is also not supporting [channeling],
the emergence of ET’s,  nor any [new age leader or movement]. This area is
also not [political] in its supporting linguistics.

What this area of SpaceGoatFarts is points toward a [growing ], [enlarging],
and [visible] manifestation of [awareness (by rising numbers of the
populace)] of the [nature] of the [ThePowersThatBe], and [reality
(continuous creation/destruction or energetic universe)].

Specifically this linguistic set is going to the idea that a [discussion] within
the [mainstream, mind control media] including [teevee] and [independent
video] will be taking place in 2011. It may start in late 2010, but the real
[social impact] on a [growing segment] of the [planetary populace] will be a
source of large scale [visibility] within the mainstream media throughout
2011. Further the data shows that [confusion], and [general mental
disruption] are a large part of this [awakening] as a [process]. Also there are
explicit references to the [actual nature (of) reality], and to the [discarding
(of) leaders and guru’s]. This is a necessary part of the process of
enlightenment, that is, [discarding] one’s reliance upon, and even [burning
out (one’s) need (for) personal guru (leader)].

An encouraging descriptor set indicates that within this [awakening of
planetary populace (to TPTB)] will include, at the earlier stages, a [visible]
temporal marker. This marker will involve the [corporation (that is)
scientology], which is after [money and power (over adherents/mind
slaves)], having to face a [reformation movement] in [scientology (the)
religion]. This temporal marker seems to indicate that [scientology (the
corporation)] will really screw up, and be forced into [suits] against its own
[religion] or [believers]. The details are a bit vague, but seemingly point
toward [law suits] in which [scientology] as a [corporation] will be [under
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attack (receivership?)] due to their own [words/actions (against) their mind
slaves (believers)].

And, they will not be alone. The data sets within SpaceGoatFarts point to a
whole lot of [bad days] for [religions] coming up. As modelspace is
progressed through [November 2010] and past the tipping point of the 8th

through the 11th, a series of [religions (going down)] linguistic sets appear.
There are some indicating [huge (sexual) scandals] for both the [mormons]
and the [catholics]. Yes, I am aware of the various factual charges against
the catholic church, but the data sets are indicating that we have ‘not seen
anything yet’. There are hints within the details of true [sexual atrocities]
including [murder (for sexual power)] charges that will be coming out in the
future as [religious organizations] begin to [crumble further]. These [sexual
scandals] are also indicated to [overwhelm politicians (implicated)], and to
[incite riots (by the formerly faithful mental slaves of the pedophilic
priests/popes)].  The data sets would seem to indicate that [street justice] or
[mobs lynching priests] will occur as 2011 moves a huge planetary populace
from abysmal ignorance and slavery to the mental illness of religion and into
whatever we will collectively call the other side…

As modelspace is progressed through January and February of 2011, the
SpaceGoatFarts entity gains considerable support under the aspects of
[religions in chaos] at the same time that [solar disruptions], and [planetary
changes (here on earth as well as Mars, Moon, and Venus)] also come into
[visibility] within the [mainstream media]. The data suggests that as much as
the [owners/controllers] of the [mainstream media] may wish to [avoid]
discussion of [emerging solar system changes], the [mainstream media] is so
completely hosed in its [credibility], that any [under-reporting], or
[ignoring] of [important], [daily] stories about [emerging circumstances] is
[heaped upon] the [mounting evidence] of [social control by corrupt media]
and further [erodes] the [audience] for the [liars] of TPTB.

The data sets suggest that TPTB are caught in their own trap. They can’t risk
having their mainstream media actually report the facts of manifesting
circumstances, yet so much of the emerging reality of solar system changes
including alterations of life here on earth will be [daily visible] at [mass
levels]. Therefore every time that the [mainstream (mind control) media]
does not report something of which the [populace] is [generally aware], their
credibility goes down. Yet they cannot discuss the [events] without causing
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much of their [mind control messages] to be [imploded] by [manifesting
reality].

The [planetary mass awakening (to TPTB and nature of reality)] is part of a
supporting structure that is under a [social (civilization) disruption] sub set
that has extensive cross links over to the GlobalPop and Populace/USofA
entities as well as the TPTB entity. The cross link chains bring over some
level of support for the negative period for TPTB as the data suggests that
[social disruption (as planned for profit by TPTB)] will not manifest as
TPTB would have it, and rather seems to be suggesting that TPTB’s  own
work (toward social chaos) will actually provide a huge level of [emotional
catalyst] toward [breakdown (of mind control by TPTB)]. A significant
amount of support for the negative emotional pattern of TPTB entity is
attached to the cross links from the SpaceGoatFarts entity sub set [planetary
mass awakening] in such a manner as to form a self-reinforcing pattern. The
idea coming across is that the [mainstream media failures] induce yet more
[mainstream media failures] which become so large as to be [self
perpetuating] even to the point of [major personalities] who will [abandon]
their former roles as [propagandists] for TPTB. Some of these [public
conversions] will undoubtedly be due to the [violence] expressed against
[name brand media personalities] during the [chaos years] of 2011 and 2012,
but some are also indicated to come from [shallow (unthinking) people] who
had been [seduced (by power/money)] into [propagandist roles], and who
become [shocked] to [discover] the [hatred] being [expressed toward them].

The SpaceGoatFarts entity, as it is moved through the second and third
quarters of 2011, has a number of new sets that accrue in the [religions] sub
set. The SpaceGoatFarts [religions] sub set is very extensively cross linked
into the TPTB entity where the points of termination are also within those
sets that start to drain away emotional tone from January 2011 onward.
Within the SpaceGoatFarts entity the [religions] sub set are supported at the
primary level by [chaos], and further by [contention], and [dissolution].
These sub sets in their turn are internally cross linked over to [exposure],
and [revealing (secrets)] that are observed growing within the detail layers
from late September 2010. The details first start appearing then, and grow in
support all through the remainder of 2011, but do not reach [visibility] until
late in December of 2010. From that point on, the data sets are pointing
toward [new scandals], and [new (flow) of corruption] which, within the
SpaceGoatFarts sub set, are described as [bringing (to) retribution] the
[exposed (religion) leaders]. The [pool] of [priests (ministers/et al)] is
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explicitly shown as [dissolving (dissipating)] over a period [so short] as to
[shock] the [heads (leaders) ]

Further [erosion] of [support (and specifically money)] for the [churches
(religions in general)] comes from the [increasing texture of time] sub sets
within the SpaceGoatFarts entity. These sub sets are the same ones that
provided the [hyperchronism] forecasts. These sub sets include other
[temporal effects] {ed note: or rather [effects of temporal change]} that will
increase over 2011 and 2012. The [increased rate of temporal effects] is also
indicated to [increase] the [total populace (who have personal experience)]
of the [temporal effects] such that [religions (and their lame ass stories and
explanations)] are [left behind] by the [personal experience] of the [new
temporality]. The SpaceGoatFarts and the Populace/USofA entity, and to a
lesser extent, the GlobalPop entity are indicating that [rigid (mind sets)] will
[fail the mind] for many people (perhaps millions) as the [shifting nature of
chronos and karios ] are [personally experienced] by ever larger numbers of
humans over these next 2/two years. There are a disproportionately large
number of cross links to the Populace/USofA relative to the [hyperchronism]
and [tactile karios] {ed note: our new label for the experience of ‘feeling’ or
‘eating’ the ‘quality of time’}. This proportionate inequality with the
Populace/USofA entity may relate to the larger number of [time labs] as
well as [shadow government secret technology] sites within the USofA
causing something of a [time spill zone] to exist. Or, alternatively, the cross
links could be the result of the higher emotional impact that such
experiences are forecast to have on the [rigid minds (of the) fundamentally
religious] of which there are more in the USofA than elsewhere.

The SpaceGoatFarts entity, from the first moves of modelspace through
2011, has newly forming sub sets with rapid growth that indicate that the
[shadow military (government)] of [officially hidden], and [non existent
projects] will be [impacting (slamming into)] a couple of [walls (hard stops)]
due to both the [crashing USofA (anglosphere) economy)] as well as [drying
up (evaporated) hoards of strategic materials]. One of these [strategic
materials] that is apparently a [serious key element] to the [plans (of the)
shadow empire government and army] is [silver]. The [silver shortage] is
also indicated to be [felt] within the [production systems] of the [shadow
government world]. The [impact (of no silver)] is indicated to not only
[bring pressure] on the [plans] of the [shadow elite], but also to [pressure
(the continued) secret existence] of the [shadow world operations]. Further,
for reasons not now known, the data would seem to suggest that the [sources
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of silver] available to the [shadow operations world] had suddenly been
reduced due to [unexpected demand (ramp up in secret wars?)]. This [silver
shortage] is emotionally charged within the SpaceGoatFarts entity to the
extent that the data suggests that [shadow empire world] finds that it must
[press upon/lean upon] its [mainstream world stooges] in an attempt to gain
more [sources of above ground silver]. The data sets within the
SpaceGoatFarts entity and its cross linked termination sets in the Markets
entity are pointing to something of a [silver shortage crisis] affecting the
[shadow empire] over mid to late 2011.

Other aspect/attributes growing in support of the [hard stops] for the
[shadow government] include a large linguistic structure that is also in direct
support for [new electrics]. The new aspect/attributes in support of the [new
electrics] are also going to [impact] the [silver shortage]. However, the [new
electrics] sub set shows growth for a [biting through (persecution/restraints)]
in the [silver shortage] and the [discovery] of [micro allocations] in [natural
alloys]. The [micro allocations] are somehow a [matrix] or [sponge] of
[lined holes] {ed note: best we can extract from the data sets…lots of
unknowns} that will be the [solution] to the [silver shortage crisis], though
this will not seemingly remove the [strategic materials problems] from the
[shadow government].  According to the data sets this [vibrating sponge
material] will be a [best] and [first] solution to the [power source] for the
[new electrics] though it will also not be *the [best], nor the [last] solution
over the next few decades.

In spite of the fires raging now in Russia, and next year in Siberia, the data
sets indicate that the [siberian couple (young man and woman)] who are to
be associated as one of the many [faces] of the [new electrics generation]
will becoming [visible] over early to mid 2011.  The [siberian couple] sub
sets are gaining new growth from [oil company] and [battle (with BP in
Russia/Siberia)] aspect/attributes sets. As the data sets would seem to
suggest, the [siberian couple] will be not only the [face of new electrics], but
also the [face (of the) replacement (of) oil].  The [siberian couple] are
described in the aspect/attribute sets that accrue over mid 2011 as being
[survivors (of assassination)] that will [backfire] on the [oil company] such
that the emotional tone felt in the USofA about BP, will also be [blanketing
Russia (and) Siberia]. Further problems are indicated to come from the
[chinese populace] as [lung crushing poisons] will be [causing death] in a
[twist (of the oil problem)] that will [go south] into northern China.
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The [new electrics] sub set is indicated to [progress] to a [near term
culmination], in spite of the [repression (from the UN?)] that will be
[pressed down] over early 2011. The [new electrics] apparently will be
[fruitfully applied] in [surreptitious] manner across the [planet (of humans)]
in 2011 and early 2012. These [applications] of the [first] of the [new
electrics] are indicated to be [made illegal] by TPTB, but by then the
aspect/attribute sets are describing the [repression] attempt as [laughable].
Part of the [new electrics] sub set growth is going to a [spring (mechanism)]
that will be [created (found?)] by an [italian researcher] who will [bring out
the spring (mechanism)] that will in its turn allow for the [indian (hindu)
electrics device] to [come on line]. The descriptor sets also include
[canadian materials] as a participant in the [initial forming
(creation/development)] of the [PPP (portable power plant)] that is indicated
to [reshape (redefine) hindoo society] and then [the world (by new
electrics)].  A key point here is that very tightly knitted cross links bind the
[siberian couple] to the [hindoo electric device] with [canadian materials
(crystals?)] and now the [italian spring mechanism]. Please note the [spring
mechanism] is likely a very poor descriptor for as yet [unknown], and
[unnamed] invention. Further, the [PPP (portable power plant] descriptor set
is filled with [silver] references and very heavy cross links over to the
[silver] sub set of [markets].

The same [social order altering dynamics] that are in the supporting sub sets
for the [new electrics] and specifically their [impact (change) of hindoo
society (poof goes the caste system?)] as [virtually free power] begins
[flowing] are also indicated to bring about a [transformation] of the [USofA
social order]. These sub sets that are within the [USofA] associated
linguistics in the supporting sets for the [new electrics] are growing in 2/two
time frames with some rapidity. The first growth period is for late 2011 and
through to about May of 2012. The second is a [next (new) generation
(human, not power)] sub set that has longer term associated values within
the lexicon that take its impact to about 2018 or so. Perhaps just a bit later,
into early 2019. These sets are neither completely supported nor cohesively
connected to the Populace/USofA. However it must be noted that they are
tightly bound to the [north america] geographic references. It may be that by
the time that the 2018/2019 [winter] comes, the USofA will not exist as a
political entity, and therefore the [north american] sub set references are
more meaningful. Just a guess about some puzzling linguistics.
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Within the SpaceGoatFarts entity, the [USofA] associated sub sets also
provide some clues to a large puzzle in the form of linguistics that continue
to grow support for [riots (food)] that lead to [exposure (of) underground
bases], among other sets for [riots (over TPTB and economic corruption)]
that in turn lead to [mob assaults] on [suburban ‘gated’ communities].
Further the [social disruption (degradation)] sub set also participates within
the growing accretion patterns for [massive popular actions (uprising?, slave
revolts?)] in and around [officialdom (government) buildings]. These [riots
near ‘government’ facilities] have several cross links back over to the
Populace/USofA entity where the termination points go to the idea that in
2011, the [officialdom] will [declare ‘public’ buildings (and other ‘public’
property)] to be [off limits to the ‘public’].  In the SpaceGoatFarts entity the
emotional sums for the [escorted (armed) entrance] to [public buildings] sub
set is very high in the support for the [active revolution] meme back over in
the Populace/USofA entity.

The SpaceGoatFarts entity has a curious juxtaposition of supporting sets of
different themes in that the [riots (in the USofA)] will somehow combine
with the [italian spring invention leading to the PPP (portable (free) power
plant] to produce a very long term effect of [high level thinking
(enlightenment?)] that is indicated to make the [USofA] something of a
[wisdom destination] over the next 2/two generations. The data sets have
supporting sets indicating that [TPTB] get [freaked out] by the [wisdom
crafts] of the [north americans] even as early as late 2011, and that
[persecutions] are [attempted]. It would appear that the [attempt (to
intimidate)] some of the [recently knowing people (those who know?
Enlightened?)] will cause some [visible] hiccups in the [TPTB] as [reports
(of) hauntings] of TPTB by [naked (aggressive) ghosts] will come out as the
[persecuted] take the [awareness] back to TPTB. The data sets indicate that
within a very short time, the [persecutions] are [halted] as the TPTB don’t
like all the [naked folk] hanging around [observing (TPTB) every move].
Hmmm, can’t run a secret society driven world if you can’t have secrets….

The many cross links over to the Terra entity within the SpaceGoatFarts
entity go to the general impression of reinforcing the idea of [sudden,
catastrophic climate change]. The [sudden] aspect would appear to be just a
‘felt’ component for some of the less aware humans on the planet, as the
[catastrophic climate change] is definitively here, now. The SpaceGoatFarts
entity is suggesting that [vast areas] of several [continents] will undergo
[visible] changes over late 2010 and all of 2011 and 2012 such that the sub
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set for [future populace] will actually take some large steps toward
becoming FuturePop, the entity. These sub sets in support of the [future
populace] descriptor set include the [rise of the coastal scavenger water
tribes] over these next 2/two years. The recent [destruction] within the Gulf
of Mexico is not the end of the [coastal problems] in the region, and the data
sets are pointing toward [earthquakes] and [ocean alterations] as causing
[habitation problems] along the Gulf of Mexico both north and south. The
[habitation problems] sub sets have supporting details for [underwater
resources] that include [formerly dry land now submerged places] with
enough [strategic (required) materials] to warrant [salvage operations].
These [underwater resources] leading to [local salvage  water tribes] are not
limited to the [gulf of mexico]. They also show up with other geographic
associations as the [oceans] sub sets are pointing toward [big changes]. The
longer term value sets under [oceans] both in the Terra entity and by cross
link to [unknown and officially denied] sub set of SpaceGoatFarts entity, as
well as by directly held values within the [oceans] sub set of the
SpaceGoatFarts entity are all suggestive of very very large changes within
the relationship of [humans] to [planetary ocean waters].  These change of
state indicators would seem to be suggesting that a [multiple year process ]
will become more [active] in so far as humans are able to perceive over
these next [years] as the [sun to earth interaction] accelerates to [new levels]
of [energy transfer]. These sub sets contain the older sub sets for [new lands
rising]. The [new lands rising] forecast linguistics are just now beginning to
appear with increasing volume, and that trend points toward mid 2011 as the
first of the [major waves] of the [new oceans] being [visible].

The SpaceGoatFarts entity has cross links to the [oceans] and [new lands
rising] within the Terra entity from the [solar (sun) spasms (energy transfer)]
sub sets. These sets show that the [solar discharge(s)] of 2011 and 2012 will
be [pivotal] for [new ocean (floor) arrangements]. These [solar discharges]
are also fully supported by [climate change] sub sets indicating [ (new
position) glaciers] will be [forming] at the same time as [changes in ocean
chemistry] participate in [floods] and [droughts] as the [climate] goes
[wonky] across the planet.

The data sets for the [remnants of Rama]  (the spaceship wars debris fields
falling (floating) to earth context) continue to grow. The SpaceGoatFarts
entity has very thick cross links over to TPTB and the termination point is
within one of their larger ‘fear’ groups. The data sets within the
SpaceGoatFarts entity gain large mass, as well as higher emotional impact
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sums, beginning in early Summer, 2011. These growth patterns are
coincident with, and parallel to the growth within the populace entities for
[riots (food)] and [political order collapse] in a number of regions of the
planet. The data sets within the SpaceGoatFarts entity for late Summer
(northern hemisphere) of 2011 seem to indicate that [planetary
communications disruptions] can or will be blamed in part on [space debris]
that will have originated from a [spectacular skirmish] in near earth orbit.
Apparently in at least one instance, the [debris] will have a very highly
[visible] entry to the [mass consciousness] of the planetary populace. The
detail sets in support of this sub set would seem to indicate something of an
[effect] on [planetary humans] across a very [wide swath] of the planet as
the [debris field] comes into the [atmosphere]. There are some details
suggesting that the [high Andes mountains] will end up with the largest
group of the [remnants], or at least the [most preserved]. These details would
have [llama caravans] be used to [extract] the [more valuable] remnants of
[space ships] from the [valleys (and) hill sides].

Not all of the [upper atmosphere] events of 2011 and 2012 will be so
[visible], nor as exciting as the [remnants of Rama] raining down on
unsuspecting humans. Some, though virtually [unnoticed at first] will
ultimately be far more impacting. The supporting sets for [high altitude
upper atmospheric events] include a few under the primary support of
[electrics] that would seem to indicate a [series] or [group] of [higher energy
(frequency) pulses] that are described as [shorting/seizing (or causing
cessation)] of [refined electrical machines]. These include not only [military
satellites], but in some instances of [people in planes], will also include
[pacemakers]. Further, other [medical devices] are indicated to also be
[affected by pulses of higher energy particles] over the [extremes (of the)
sun spasms] of [summer (northern hemisphere) 2011] and all the way out
through [summer (northern hemisphere) 2012].  These [solar electric
interference days] are described as [eliciting lots of talk] within the TPTB
and the general [populace], but in the end, the [talk will come to nothing].
The ‘conclusions’ from TPTB and their lame-ass [sorcerers/scientists] will
be more demonstrations of the advantages of an education up to the PHD
level as the TPTB science stooges Pile (shit) Higher (and) Deeper on the
remaining unaware sheeple.
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Conclusion: PPBEWPNA
This Shape of Things to Come report has proven to be a very challenging
task. The data was so ‘crisp’ and specific that we had to dump modelspace,
and reload just to be sure about the processing. The effort neither changed
the data nor our emotional response to it.

The current data flow in the longer term value sets does not bode well for
humans or other life on earth over these next few years. The [solar spasms]
are indicated to not only continue, but to enlarge their impact on humans and
other life in the solar system to the extent that much of the data for early
2012 would seem to indicate that the aware observer, and indeed, many not
so aware sheeple, will be [organizing] their lives around the [solar output
cycles].

I have been asked repeatedly about the claims made by many in the [new
age religions] that ‘ascension’ is coming for ‘those who do the work’. My
initial response is “total bullshit”. Then I took the time to examine all the
‘evidence’ presented about the DNA ‘awakening’ arguments, as well as the
‘Russian scientist/science’ in support of this idea of an actual, physical shift
into ‘another dimension’ coming due to what the SpaceGoatFarts entity data
describes as [unknown energies from space]. Now my opinion has changed
to the point where I acknowledge that this is “completely and totally
bullshit”.  First I note that the Russian scientists being cited are discredited,
and never-was within Russian science, and then their ‘evidence’ is examined
to be found to be the sloppiest of poor lab work, and badly designed
experiments or studies. On the whole I had thought the ‘ascension’
movement to be yet-another-example of the ‘external savior myth’ that was
exploited by the reptilian TPTB when they created christianity and islam.  I
still favor that opinion. This external savior myth has been inculcated into
the base, reptilian brain complex of humans and our social order, and even
those new age ‘thinkers’ or ‘researchers’ who pride themselves on
‘discovering the answers’ to all the ancient mysteries by thinking outside the
box, have actually, only slightly expanded the box, and not their thinking.

DNA of existing creatures, that is to say, non embryonic life, cannot change
without killing the lifeform. This is proven over decades of transplant of
organs where medicine has to work continuously to suppress DNA battles
between recipient and their new organs. Further, the whole literature of the
genetic alteration approach to disease control is filled with the examples of
DNA alterations as side effects that kill people and animal recipients. And
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rapidly it would seem. So the idea that some burst of energy will come along
and zap a person’s DNA and they will then vibrate into another dimension of
reality is bullshit Oh, they may well make it to another dimension, but their
body will be left behind not due to rapture or ascension, but from [death by
unknown energies from space]. However, rational thought is not indicated to
prevail, at least in our longer term values forecast, and so I expect to see a
real ramping up of the faces and fortunes of the New Age Ascension crowd.
Note however, that soon some [scandals] will emerge within this group that
will be eerily similar to the [Amy Semple McPherson (Four Square Church)]
scandals that appeared in the last great depression.

Also the data suggests that by late 2011, the whole [ascension new age hope
movement] will be [dying] along with the concept of [redemption/savior]
from [external sources] {ed note: this last also includes the idea of
‘benevolent ET’s coming to save humans collective butt} as the [solar
disease] creates some [spectacular effects] and [impacts] here on earth.

So the conclusion to this report is that Peach Pie is Best, Except When
Peaches are Not Available. PPBEWPNA…..that is our conclusion, and we
are sticking to it…or rather, if the peach pie is well done, some of it will be
sticking to us.

Too hot to use the indoor gas oven today (August 15, 2010), so we will take
advantage of one of the rare, oh so rare, chemtrail free days to cook our
peach pie outside in the solar box oven. I had cathy purchase a new Sun
Oven for us this year, as, even with the chemtrails,  the ovens seem to only
last a decade or so, and the forecast from the data sets is that many more
[sun baking days] are headed our way…..including a few that will make us
think we are all in a microwave cooker. But that is worries for another day,
and today, the focus is pie. Peach pie. Sun baked, eaten warm, savoring the
stickyness of life at its best.

And since the sun cooks slowly, from the inside out, plenty of time for naps
while time matures fruit, wheat, fats, sugars, and effort into pie….
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